Dysesthesia symptoms produced by sensorimotor incongruence in healthy volunteers: an electroencephalogram study
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Objectives: Pathological pain such as phantom limb pain is caused by sensorimotor incongruence. Several studies with healthy participants have clearly indicated that dysesthesia, which is similar to pathological pain, is caused by incongruence between proprioception and/or motor intention and visual feedback. It is not clear to what extent dysesthesia may be caused by incongruence between motor intention and visual feedback or by incongruence between proprioception and visual feedback. The aim of this study was to clarify the neurophysiology of these factors by analyzing electroencephalograms (EEGs).

Methods: In total, 18 healthy participants were recruited for this study. Participants were asked to perform repetitive flexion/extension exercises with their elbows in a congruent/incongruent position while viewing the activity in a mirror. EEGs were performed to determine cortical activation during sensorimotor congruence and incongruence.

Results: In the high-frequency alpha band (10–12 Hz), numeric rating scale scores of a feeling of peculiarity were significantly correlated with event-related desynchronization/synchronization under the incongruence and proprioception conditions associated with motor intention and visual feedback (right inferior parietal region; \( r = -0.63, P < 0.01 \)) and between proprioception and visual feedback (right temporoparietal region; \( r = -0.49 \) and \( r = -0.50, P < 0.05 \)). In these brain regions, there was a region in which incongruence between proprioception and visual feedback and between motor intention and visual feedback caused an increase in activity.

Conclusion: The present findings suggest that neural mechanisms of dysesthesia are caused by incongruence between proprioception associated with motor intention and visual feedback and, in particular, are a result of incongruence between proprioception only and visual feedback.
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Introduction

It has been confirmed that sensorimotor incongruence causes pathological pain such as phantom limb pain,1 and several studies with healthy participants have clearly indicated incongruence between proprioception associated with motor intention and visual feedback to be the cause of dysesthesias such as pain, peculiarity, heaviness, the sensation of an extra limb, and nausea.2,3 Moreover, sensorimotor incongruence has been reported to exacerbate pain and sensory perceptions in patients with fibromyalgia,4 those with whiplash-associated disorders,5 and violinists with symptoms of sensory changes6 to a greater extent than in healthy volunteers. To resolve such sensorimotor incongruences and alleviate pathological pain, mirror therapy and virtual visual feedback have been used in clinical practice.7–17 Earlier studies were conducted with the use of active exercise-
containing motor intention. In these investigations, participants performed a series of bilateral upper limb movements while viewing a mirror/whiteboard, which created varied degrees of sensorimotor conflict during congruent/incongruent limb movements. Any changes in sensory experience were recorded using qualitative methods. Therefore, it is still not clear whether pain and dysesthesia are caused by incongruences between motor intention and visual feedback or between proprioception and visual feedback. In the current study, conditions for the presence or absence of motor intention were set as follows: incongruence between motor intention and visual feedback (intention condition) and incongruence between proprioception and visual feedback with no motor intention (proprioception condition). We aimed to clarify the neurophysiology of these factors by analyzing electroencephalograms (EEGs). Previous studies have reported attenuation (ie, increased event-related desynchronization [ERD]) of high-frequency alpha power (10–12 Hz) during activation of the cortical sensorimotor system.18–20 Furthermore, high-frequency alpha power has been reported to be attenuated during motor execution or motor imagery.21,22 In this study, we focused on the frequency band of EEGs in the high-frequency alpha rhythm.

Methods

Participants

In total, 18 healthy participants were recruited (3 women and 15 men; age range 23–30 years, mean [standard deviation] age 26.7 years [2.4]). Participants had no current or past physical or mental illnesses (eg, neurological or chronic pain states) and normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Demographic details (including occupation) and a brief medical history (including hand dominance) were acquired from all participants to ensure that the inclusion and exclusion criteria were satisfied. Participants were assessed for their dominant hand using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory,23 and 17 participants were determined to be right handed. The study was conducted in accordance with the ethical standards of the committee at Kio University and the Declaration of Helsinki of 1964. This study was approved by the ethics committee at Kio University (approval number H26-25) and all participants provided written informed consent, including the use of the images accompanying this publication.

Bimanual coordination test

First, each participant was asked for basic information (ie, name, age) and instructed to remove any jewelry. After resting on a chair for 30 s three times, with a pause between each, the participant was instructed to place his/her left arm on the table so that it was reflected in a mirror and aligned in the sagittal plane. The right arm was outfitted with a portable spring balancer (HNY International Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) and placed behind the mirror (Figure 1). The participant was then asked to perform the following flexion/extension exercises with the elbow.

For the congruence condition, we asked participants to perform flexion/extension exercises with both elbows simultaneously and symmetrically in the same direction. This condition fulfilled motor intention, proprioception, and visual feedback. The motor intention was consistent with the direction of movement of the right elbow. For the incongruence condition, we asked participants to perform flexion/extension exercises with one elbow flexing and the other extending asymmetrically. This condition fulfilled the incongruence between proprioception associated with motor intention and visual feedback. For the intention condition, we asked participants to perform extension exercises with the left elbow only and have the intention to asymmetrically move the right elbow (while, in fact, the right elbow was not moving). This represented the incongruence between motor intention and visual feedback. For the proprioception condition, we asked participants to perform flexion/extension exercises with the left elbow only, while an examiner moved...
the right elbow asymmetrically in flexion/extension. This condition fulfilled the incongruence between proprioception and visual feedback. For all conditions, the participant was instructed to watch the reflection of his/her hand in the mirror.

Each participant performed flexion/extension exercises for 10 s with his/her elbows and then performed each condition for 30 s, three times, with a pause between each exercise. EEGs were recorded during each condition. Each participant performed the four conditions in a random order. Between each condition, the participant rested for 5 min. During the break period after each condition, the participant was asked to rate the intensity of 14 different dysesthesia sensations on an 11-point numeric rating scale (NRS; from 0=not at all to 10=very strong) based on a questionnaire designed by Foell et al.3

EEG measurement and data analysis
We recorded EEG activity during every condition. A high-resolution, 64-channel, portable EEG System (ActiveTwo; BioSemi B.V, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) was used for data acquisition (sampling rate, 512 Hz). Electrodes were placed in an elastic head cap (BioSemi B.V) to continuously record EEG data from 64 scalp locations organized according to the 10–20 system. The positions of electrodes were as follows: Fp1, AF7, AF3, F1, F3, F5, F7, FT7, FC5, FC3, FC1, C1, C3, C5, T7, TP7, CP5, CP3, CP1, P1, P3, P5, P7, P9, P07, PO3, O1, Iz, Oz, POz, Pz, CPz, Fpz, Fp2, AF8, AF4, AFz, Fz, F2, F4, F6, F8, FT8, FC6, FC4, FC2, FCz, Cz, C2, C4, C6, T8, TP8, CP6, CP4, CP2, P2, P4, P6, P8, P10, PO8, P04, and O2. Each electrode was filled with SignaGel® Electrode Gel (Parker Laboratories, Inc., Fairfield, NJ, USA) for signal transduction. We excluded electrodes from further analysis if the impedance exceeded 10 K.

ActiView software (BioSemi B.V) was used for data collection. The EEG data were analyzed using multimodal EEG analysis software (EMSE Suite 5.4; Source Signal Imaging, La Mesa, CA, USA). EEG data were band-pass filtered in the range of 0.1–50.0 Hz and applied to a common average reference montage. We removed artifacts using previously described methods.24,25 Briefly, artifacts generated by blinking, eye movements, facial muscle activity, or body movements were removed using a specially designed spatial filter in EMSE Suite 5.4 and visual inspection of the frontal EEG trace (Fp1, Fp2). The data were segmented into 2-s segments, with an overlap of 50% accepted. Each participant accumulated 84 valid segments from a total of 135 segments. The segmented data were analyzed using power spectral analysis (Hanning window, 50%).

To quantify event-related changes in EEG power, we used a well-known procedure called ERD/event-related synchronization (ERS).26 One way to quantify event-related oscillatory EEG responses is the so-called ERD method, as originally proposed by Pfurtscheller27 and Pfurtscheller and Aranibar28 in 1977. A relative decrease in the power of a certain frequency band during stimulus processing is called ERD, whereas the opposite (ie, a relative increase in power) is called ERS. ERD/ERS values are calculated between two experimental conditions and expressed as a percentage.27,28 The ERD/ERS method is suitable for studying brain oscillatory correlates of dynamic cognitive processes, evolving in time. In the current study, the ERD/ERS of the individual alpha bands was computed using the equation ERD/ERS% = (E – R)/R × 100, where E indicates the power density at the anticipatory “each condition” and R indicates the power density at “resting on a chair with eyes open for 30 s at baseline”. In addition, two-dimensional scalp topography was determined, consisting of the high-frequency alpha rhythm ERD/ERS% for each condition using EMSE Suite 5.4 with spline interpolation.

Statistical analysis
We confirmed the normality of our data using the Shapiro–Wilk test. We compared the dysesthesia NRS results using the Friedman test, and when the difference from the standard level was <5%, we used the Wilcoxon test with Bonferroni correction to examine the differences among the four congruence/incongruence conditions. The standard level of the Wilcoxon approval was set at 0.8%. One-way analysis of variance was used to test all conditions by comparing each channel’s ERD/ERS%. A post hoc analysis using Tukey’s honest significant difference test was used to compare the congruence condition and the other conditions (ie, incongruence, intention, and proprioception) in every channel. In the congruence condition strongly causing dysesthesia only, we measured the correlation of its NRS results with the ERD/ERS% of all the conditions and channels using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient. We used the statistical software SPSS (version 10.0J; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) for Windows for all calculations.

Results
Comparison of dysesthesia NRS scores in the four conditions
Descriptive NRS results are shown in Figure 2. When comparing the results of dysesthesia NRS scores among the four conditions, the Friedman test showed a significant main effect
on peculiarity ($\chi^2 = 11.82, P=0.008$) and nausea ($\chi^2 = 11.97, P=0.008$). The mean (standard deviation) NRS scores for peculiarity were as follows: congruence condition, 0.8 (1.5); incongruence condition, 1.8 (1.7); intention condition, 1.6 (2.0); and proprioception condition, 1.7 (1.9; Figure 2). The post hoc test showed that, compared with the congruence condition, NRS scores for peculiarity were significantly higher in the incongruence ($P=0.007$), intention ($P=0.028$), and proprioception ($P=0.010$) conditions. For nausea, the mean (standard deviation) NRS scores were as follows: congruence condition, 0.2 (0.5); incongruence condition, 0.9 (1.2); intention condition, 1.2 (1.6); and proprioception condition, 1.5 (2.0; Figure 2). Again, compared with the congruence condition, these scores were significantly higher in the proprioception ($P=0.007$), incongruence ($P=0.030$), and intention ($P=0.017$) conditions.

**Correlation of NRS scores for peculiarity and nausea among each condition**

There were significant positive correlations between the NRS scores for peculiarity in the incongruence and intention conditions ($r=0.79, P<0.01$) and in the incongruence and proprioception conditions ($r=0.87, P<0.01$). There was also a significant positive correlation between the NRS scores for nausea in the incongruence and intention conditions ($r=0.55, P<0.05$) and in the incongruence and proprioception conditions ($r=0.58, P<0.05$; Figure 3).

**Topographic maps of ERD/ERS% of the high-frequency alpha rhythm band**

There was no significance seen when comparing each channel’s ERD/ERS% in any condition. However, an inhibited high-frequency alpha rhythm (ie, increased ERD) was observed in several regions. In the congruence condition, ERD of the high-frequency alpha band was observed in the bilateral parietal regions (CP3, CP4). We also found increased ERD in the frontal region (AF3, AFz, AF4) in the incongruence, intention, and proprioception conditions, and a small difference in the parietal region among all the conditions. ERD increased on both sides (CP3, P3, CP4, P4) in the incongruence condition, on the left side (CP3, P3) in the intention condition, and on the right side (CP4, P4) in the proprioception condition (Figure 4).

**Correlation of dysesthesia NRS scores and ERD/ERS%**

In the high-frequency alpha band, there were significant negative correlations between the NRS scores for peculiarity and ERD/ERS% in the incongruence condition’s P8 channel (right inferior parietal region; $r=−0.63, P<0.01$), and in the proprioception condition’s TP8 channel ($r=−0.49, P<0.05$) and P10 channel ($r=−0.50, P<0.05$) (right temporoparietal region; Figure 5). There were no significant correlations in similar regions of the incongruence or intention conditions.
In this study, we investigated the main factors causing dysesthesia related to motor intention, proprioception, and visual feedback. We found that dysesthesia signs of peculiarity and nausea were elicited under conditions of incongruence, intention, and proprioception. However, there were no significant differences between each channel’s ERD/ERS% in any condition. This is because there was incomplete congruence between sensation and movement in all conditions, including the congruence condition.

As in this study, previous studies have reported some dysesthesia in all conditions. We interpret this as meaning that it is impossible to achieve complete congruence under any condition. In the current study, participants in the congruence condition.
condition were asked to perform symmetrical flexion/extension exercises with the left arm in front of a mirror and the right arm hidden behind the mirror. However, the real position of the left arm will not be completely congruent with that of the right arm, and we believe that this may cause an extremely small incongruence between proprioception and visual feedback. This may account for the differences in ERD/ERS% channels in every condition.

In addition, it is possible that incongruence between motor intention and visual feedback caused the increased ERD of the high-frequency alpha band in the left parietal region in the incongruence and intention conditions. Furthermore, in the incongruence and the proprioception conditions, incongruence between visual feedback and proprioception resulted in an ERD increase in the right parietal region. Moreover, there was a significant negative correlation between increasing high-frequency alpha bands and subjective perception of dysesthesia.

**Dysesthesia NRS scores in the four conditions**

Dysesthesia symptoms appeared in all conditions. High NRS scores were observed for peculiarity and nausea compared with other dysesthesia symptoms. We also observed a significant positive correlation in the degree of peculiarity and nausea symptoms between the incongruence condition and the intention and proprioception conditions. Thus, we were able to distinguish the intention and proprioception conditions associated with the presence or absence of motor intention. As a result, we determined that these dysesthesia symptoms were caused only by intention-feedback incongruence or spatial incongruence.

McCabe et al² and Wall²⁹ have stated that dysesthesia is caused by a warning reaction to sensorimotor incongruence. In line with this, we believe that the dysesthesias observed in the present study were caused by a system alert to sensorimotor incongruence. In addition, McCabe et al² have stated that an early warning system alerts the individual to abnormalities in information processing and increases negative psychological changes such as threat perception, which ultimately produce pain. Moreover, these monitoring mechanisms can be triggered by conflicts from external (eg, incongruent movements viewed in the mirror) or internal (eg, the aging process leading to inaccurate execution of movements and altered proprioception or disease damage in rheumatoid arthritis, resulting in stiffness) sources. For the incongruence, intention, and proprioception conditions used in the current study, we used external conflict trigger (ie, incongruence between visual feedback from the mirror and the movement) of McCabe et al². Therefore, the fact that our participants experienced McCabe et al² reported that the perception of pain due to sensorimotor incongruence is the cause of 15% of pain in victims. However, Foell et al³ reported that the perception of pain due to sensorimotor incongruence is less than in other dysesthesias.

In addition, Wand et al³⁰ reported that pain does not appear with sensorimotor incongruence and that the pressure pain threshold does not change. Clinical studies have reported that dysesthesia is more severe in patients who are already in pain and who are made to move in conditions of sensorimotor incongruence compared with healthy individuals. In our study, patients reported lower NRS scores for pain compared with other dysesthesias. Therefore, we conclude that it is not sensorimotor incongruence that provokes pain but rather other dysesthesias.

**Relationship between brain activity and dysesthesia**

In this study, analysis of brain waves revealed significant negative correlations between NRS scores for peculiarity and changes in alpha oscillation in the right inferior parietal region under the incongruence condition and in the right temporoparietal region under the proprioception condition. Shimada et al³¹ observed an increase in activity in the right inferior parietal lobe with temporal incongruence, causing an image delay between visual feedback and proprioceptive feedback during the use of near-infrared spectroscopy. Balslev et al³² also reported an increase in activity in the right temporoparietal junction in a case of spatial incongruence between movement and visual feedback, as assessed by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). In addition, in a study on the mechanisms of self-recognition, Jeannerod³³ demonstrated that self-recognition of a person’s own body part is possible in a situation of congruence between proprioception and visual feedback, but not without this congruence. From this neuroscientific evidence, the temporoparietal region is believed to be related to the function of detecting incongruence and the distinction between oneself and others. In the current study, in the proprioception condition, we detected congruence and incongruence between the mirror reflection of the left upper limb (visual feedback) and the hidden right upper limb (proprioceptive feedback). Hence, we assume that distinguishing one’s own or another’s body provokes activity in the right temporoparietal region.
In addition, we suggest that incongruence in body representation can be a factor in dysesthesia. Body representation is the body that appears in our brain and that can be perceived with proprioception of our body, even with our eyes closed. However, it can also be perceived with our vision. In other words, body representation is structured by the process of integration between proprioception and vision. Naito et al.18 revealed that the right inferior parietal lobule and the inferior frontal gyrus are related to body representation. Berlucchi and Aglioti19 also reported that the posterior parietal cortex is associated with structuring body representation. Our results show that in the incongruence, intention, and proprioception conditions, in contrast to the congruence condition, there is incongruence between the body representation based on the somatosensory system and that based on visual perception and that this can provoke dysesthesia symptoms of peculiarity and nausea and can activate the parietal region. Fink et al.20 have previously confirmed an increase in brain activity in the right hemisphere’s dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and posterior parietal cortex using positron emission tomography (PET). Moreover, Nishigami et al.21 reported inhibition of the alpha rhythm in the right hemisphere’s posterior parietal cortex, similar to that seen in the incongruence condition in the present study. Therefore, we suggest that in the incongruence condition with motor intention, the proprioception-provoking efference copy and actual movement, coupled with incongruence in visual feedback, preserve the integrity of one’s own destroyed body representation in the right hemisphere’s inferior parietal region. The right temporoparietal region, in which a correlation was observed in NRS scores of peculiarity during the proprioception condition, is a region linked with the theory of mind, empathy, sense of agency, and attention orientation.22 In studies by Farrer and Frith23 and by Farrer et al., in cases of incongruence between one’s own movement and sensation feedback, an increase in the activity of the angular gyrus (which is situated in the temporoparietal junction) and the right hemisphere’s inferior parietal lobe was observed during incongruence in visual feedback, as assessed using fMRI and PET.

A limitation of our study is that we could not confirm whether the increased ERD of the high-frequency alpha bands detected in the temporoparietal and right hemisphere’s parietal regions during the incongruence and proprioception conditions was caused by the process of sensory integration or by restructuring of the body representation. Furthermore, we analyzed power spectral density using brain waves for 30 s for each condition; hence, we could not evaluate brain activity at the instant of provoked dysesthesia. In future studies, we will change the configuration of the bimanual coordination test, timing protocols, and EEG analysis methods to more clearly reveal the neural mechanisms of dysesthesia.

**Conclusion**

We suggest that our results support the previously reported neural mechanisms behind dysesthesia, which is thought to be caused by incongruence between motor intention, proprioception, and visual feedback; in particular, we found that the dysesthesia symptom of “peculiarity” was caused by incongruence between proprioception and visual feedback. Moreover, we observed that the neural mechanisms provoking dysesthesia in the intention condition were different from those related to the incongruence and proprioception conditions. Therefore, with this study’s conditions in mind and assuming that the results would be the same for healthy individuals and patients in chronic pain, we believe that evaluating incongruence between motor intention, proprioception, and visual feedback is important for treating patients in clinical practice.
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